Elisabeth Frink: The Presence of Sculpture
Nottingham Lakeside Arts Resource Pack

This resource pack is designed for teachers and educators planning to
visit the exhibition Elisabeth Frink: The Presence of Sculpture with
groups of learners. Broken into three main themes present in the
exhibition, this pack contains an introduction and outline to each theme
along with stimulating discussion points and complementary learning
activities.
The discussion points and activities contained in the pack can be adapted
to suit the needs of educators and learners from a broad range of learning
environments. The pack is designed to be used while visiting the
exhibition as well as outside of the gallery to support and facilitate longer
term projects and creative dialogues.
Nottingham Lakeside Arts is also offering a range of creative workshops
for school and college groups, the details of which are contained within
this pack. Workshops can be adapted to suit the needs and skills of
learners at any level. In these fully facilitated sessions students are
encouraged to engage with the work of Elisabeth Frink to create artwork,
articulate responses and develop personal visual ideas. These dynamic
and practical workshops provide students with a cross-curricular
experience that complements national curriculums and extends students
art, design and literacy skills.
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Introduction
Elisabeth Frink was one of Britain’s leading 20th Century Sculptors. Her work has
been exhibited in galleries internationally and she also completed many sculptural
commissions for outdoor environments.
Elisabeth Frink: The Presence of Sculpture has been curated for the Djanogly
Gallery by Annette Ratuszniak (Curator, Frink Estate) with Neil Walker (Head of
Visual Arts Programming). This exhibition documents the stories of Frink’s
sculptures designed for public buildings, urban environments and sacred spaces.
Through presenting the narratives behind her work this exhibition also charts the
changing demands of sculpture for urban environments within Britain from the
Second World War to more modern agendas of urban planning.
Sculptures cast in bronze, drawings and original prints are shown alongside studio
and archive material including original plasters, photographs, films and letters, to
provide a fascinating insight into Frink’s sculptural practice, inspirations and working
methods.

Theme One //
Human in the Animal Kingdom
In Frink’s work animal forms act as metaphors for human emotions, birds in particular were used
as metaphors by Frink for strong feelings such as panic, tension or aggression. Looking at man in
relation to other animals such as horses, cows, boars and dogs allowed Frink’s work to reflect on
notions of masculinity and power.
Frink created drawings, prints and small studies as starting points for her sculptures and large
scale commission. Her drawings connect her sculptural forms of men, animals and birds which act
as vehicles to convey mixed emotions of heroism and vulnerability present within the cultural
attitudes of post war Britain. These ideas of struggle and transformation are underpinned through
her hybrid half animal – half human sculptures and imagery.
Frink was a member of Amnesty International and identified strongly with Human Rights issues.
Rather than creating individual figurative portraits, Frink’s work represents mankind and through
her portrayal of humans as members of the animal kingdom, Frink reflected on the moral
dimensions of human behaviour.

Discussions in the Gallery //
Animals as Metaphors
Which animals can convey or embody certain emotions?
If you had to name animals to represent the following emotions which would you use for Anger?
Happiness? Strength? Confusion?
Do you agree with the following ideas as animals as
metaphors:
Lion as a metaphor for strength
Bird as a metaphor for freedom
Mouse as a metaphor for vulnerability
Horse as a metaphor for nobility
Pig as a metaphor for greed
Black crow as a metaphor for doom
Bee as a metaphor for business
Dove as a metaphor for peace
Shark as a metaphor for violence
What traits or physical attributes do these animals have to represent certain qualities? Can you
think of other animals that could better represent the qualities listed?
Frink’s Animals
Which animals are there in the exhibition? Why do you
think Frink has chosen these animals? What do they say to
you as the viewer?
Within Frink’s ‘Birdmen’ sculptures and drawings, what
emotions do you think they are representing?
Think about ideas of masculinity and power; what
questions are being raised about the ‘male’ when looking
at particular animals created by Frink, such as the horse,
the boar, the dog?

Learning Activities //
Drawing
Responding to Frink’s drawings and prints as starting points in which men have wings and human
figures become hybrid birds, learners could create half human and half animal drawings. Learners
can choose if they want to represent themselves or choose an emotion to represent, referring back
to group discussions in the gallery. Simple starter activities to introduce larger print work can be
based on the simple ‘consequences’ game of drawing different parts of the body and folding over
to pass onto next person.
Mono-printing
Students will be introduced to mono-printing techniques and have the option to work
collaboratively – through group or paired work or drawing onto each other’s work. Learners use
their initial drawings of hybrid forms for the mono-prints. Learners can then add colour using
Frink’s colour palette in her print work as inspiration.
Lino-cut Printing
Investigating another print medium learners will create a series of lino-cut printed birds, or animals
in response to Frink’s works. Learners have the option to repeat print these lino cuttings or create
a single print. Learners can link print work to discussion of different types of animals representing
different emotions or feelings. When demonstrating the process of lino cut printing, it can be linked
or related to the carving techniques present in Frink’s sculptures, allowing learners to reflect on the
gestural techniques and physical processes when using new materials.

KS3: Portraiture, print making, drawing techniques, art history, animal forms

Links to the Curriculum //

KS1&2: Drawing skills, print and mark making.
GCSE: Portraiture, drawing techniques, printmaking techniques, identity, response to artists’ work, animal
forms in art.
A-LEVEL: Art history, art appreciation, archetype forms in fine art, print and drawing technique exploration
and deconstruction, metamorphosis, the hybrid, figurative sculpture, taxidermy in modern art, etc.
POST 16: Conceptual response to artworks, archetypes in art, historical narratives in artistic pieces,
refining traditional techniques, designs for costumes to introduce performance artworks, gender politics.

Theme Two //
The Role of Public Sculpture
In modern day society public sculpture can play various roles and has different aims from
commemorating events, communicating site specific history and bringing people within
communities closer together. As a key figure in the history of public sculpture, Frink produced
sculptures for a variety of purposes and places including public sites, urban environments and
sacred spaces. The earliest of Frink’s commissions happened in the aftermath of the Second
World War and continued up until her death in 1993. Frink’s sculptures therefore chart the
development of her sculptural language and also chart the changing demands of sculpture for
urban environments.
Frink’s early sculptures addressed the historical narrative of the shadow of war that she was
working under with her rugged surfaces, struggling birds and running figures. Frink’s work reflects
the community and history of specific sites such as the ‘Blind Beggar and his Dog’ in Bethnal
Green, or the ‘Boar’ who dips its feet in the (then) newly regenerated Harlow Water Gardens. By
being placed outside, Frink’s sculptures become part of the landscape and can bear witness to
change within a place. Frink also completed commissions for religious buildings which reflect on
changing attitudes to sacred spaces and patterns of worship.
While Frink’s sculptures track the developments of public sculpture they also raise questions about
what it is to be human. Are Frink’s running male figures heroic or are they fleeing away from
something? Is the Eagle lectern in a church a symbol of strength and freedom or does it question
man’s evolution from animal to human?

Discussions in the Gallery //
Inside a Gallery versus in a Public Space
What are the differences between viewing a sculpture in a gallery and outside in a public place?
What new meanings does a sculpture take on when it’s outside?
Do you think that more people have access to seeing art if it’s outside?
Think about contemporary pieces of public art such as Anthony Gormley’s Angel of the North, can
you think of any outdoor art, sculptures or landmarks that you see on a daily basis? Perhaps you
use these as meeting points or as a way of mapping out a place in your head?
Site Specific Sculpture
Focus on looking at Frink’s pieces the ‘Boar’, Harlow and the ‘Blind Beggar and Dog’, Bethnal
Green; what do you think has changed from looking at these sculptures inside a gallery rather than
in their original sites?
Imagine you are the eyes of these sculptures, what kind of change and development do you think
these sculpture have seen happen around them? What could this tell us about the history and
community of a place?
Commissions for Religious Buildings
Focus on looking at Frink’s work designed for Coventry Cathedral; the Eagle Lectern and
Salisbury Cathedral; the Walking Madonna.
Do you think that because these pieces were made by an artist (who is not necessarily religious)
they can tell us anything about changing attitudes to sacred spaces? Think of religious sites that
modern day tourists go to view, rather than to worship.
In what ways do these commissions reflect changing patterns of worship?

Learning Activities //
Responding to Site Specific Sculptures
Learners can research a range of Frink’s public commissions as well as the work of other
contemporary artists to investigate the meanings, history and cultural associations of different
sculptures and their sites. Working in groups learners could aim to create graphic text pieces that
are similar to Frink’s ‘graffiti walls’ in the exhibition.
Contemporary artist references can include: Anthony Gormley; the Angel of the North, Rachel
Whiteread; House, Roger Hiorns; Seizure and Gillian Wearing; A Real Birmingham Family.
References for further discussions into the history and role of public sculpture can include:
Nelson’s Column in Trafalgar Square, the bronze sculptures of the Renaissance and their patrons
and the work of Michelangelo.
Re-enacting Sculptural Poses
Re-enacting some of Frink’s sculptures learners can investigate and document what different
bodily poses can evoke: seated/standing, standing/crouching, bending/stretching, running/fallen,
single form versus a group of forms. By comparing and contrasting these poses, learners can think
about the formal properties of figurative sculpture and learn about the figure in art history. This
activity could be incorporated into a life drawing session, or photographed and used in
sketchbooks for observational drawing pieces and learning about the dimensions of the body.
Mixed Media Collages
Learners can look at proposing an outdoor figurative sculpture. They might choose a historical site
or somewhere with a personal connection and will use sketching, collage and text to come up with
these proposals. Depending on group sizes, learners can work together to form a large piece to
create their proposal or work on an individual basis. Source materials could include using
postcards of specific places, maps, images of landscapes and hybrid drawings of humans/birds
from previous learning sessions.

Redesigning Sacred Objects or Outdoor Objects with Animal Forms
Responding to Frink’s Eagle Lectern piece for Coventry Cathedral, students can look at different
sacred objects that have the potential to become animal forms with a function. Learners will then
evaluate the impact this could have from a religious viewpoint, from worshipping human icons to
animal forms. Learners can consider ‘outside furniture’ such as bins, street lamps, gates, benches,
bus stops and redesign these to incorporate animal features, learners will then evaluate the
potential environmental messages these designs could convey to a wider audience. These could
then be created in paper-mache or plaster to form small sculptures.

Links to the Curriculum //
KS1&2: working with peers, developing drawing skills, drawing from observation.
KS3: mixing of media, place and landmarks, environmental issues in art, religious art, the role of public art,
drawing from observation.
GCSE: understanding artworks, responding to artists work, mapping places, understanding public art
A-LEVEL: Art history, design and architecture, site specific art, prototyping and maquette making, place,
space and time, life drawing, environmental issues in art, religious art.
POST 16: Conceptual response to artworks, historical narratives in sculpture, the role of art in public
spaces, user interaction in art, social and political art.

Theme Three //
Processes and Materials
Elisabeth Frink worked without the aid of assistants to create her sculptures, achieving her
distinctive aesthetic through plastering an armature and then carving directly into the plaster
before casting it in bronze.
Working from her studio, Frink’s labour and physically intensive process allowed her to form a
unique sculptural language which spoke of material-led investigations as well as more conceptual
ideas and narratives. Frink’s forms of animals and men are bold and strong but their surfaces are
vulnerable and worn. In the rugged surfaces of her sculptures one can see the traces of tools
chiselling cavities into the plaster, her hands forming shapes that suggest a skin that is tense,
stretched, pained, blistered and knocked.
In contrast to this, in her series of ‘Goggle Heads’, smooth surfaced, anonymous male faces wear
shades to cover their eyes. Frink smoothed and polished the bronze surface of their lenses until
they shone and became reflective. The pieces were created after the Algerian War and these
males are suggestive of the shaded army officers whose eyes you cannot see but can see you.
For Frink these were her images of the cruellest form of evil and brutality; anonymous and
inhumane males whose identity is hidden behind dark sunglasses.
It is this development of sophisticated sculptural language through which Frink speaks of themes
of war and of what it is to be human, which makes her one of Britain’s leading sculptors of the 20th
century.

Discussions in the Gallery //
Investigating Frink’s Sculptural Language
Looking at the surfaces of Frink’s sculptures, what do they evoke?
Tactile, rough, ragged: does this indicate pain or conflict? How does this relate to the time after the
Second World War when Frink was creating her work?
The Formal Properties of Frink’s Work
The process of casting bronze from plaster is a traditional process. Frink carved in plaster before
casting into bronze to allow her to work and rework the surfaces of her figures.
Examining the manual labour involved in these traditional processes and Frink’s personal
investment at every stage, what do these formal techniques add to Frink’s men and animals?
What messages are conveyed through using a male figure rather than a female figure?
Goggle Heads
Focus on looking at the ‘Goggle Head’ while considering the historical narrative of these pieces. In
what ways does Frink use formal properties of sculpture to speak of something conceptual? For
example the smoothness of these heads are a contrast to Frink’s other pieces. Why do you think
this is? What does the covering of the eyes convey?

Learning Activities //
Wire Sculptures
Using Frink’s studio wall drawings and graffiti as inspiration, learners can look at creating 3D
drawings. Using thin wire, learners trace out simple line drawings of words and figures; the wire
then can be bent at angles to allow the work to become 3D or free standing.
3D Plaster Sculptures
Learners can create hybrid human and animal forms which will be started through drawing
designs. They will then use wire, floristry foam or modelling foam to form their hybrid armature,
which is then built upon using plaster and plaster of Paris sheets. The plaster can be built up in
layers, carved into and re-formed connecting to Frink’s process of sculpting.
Body Extensions
Responding to Frink’s birdmen learners can look at emphasising or extending certain parts of the
body. Learners can use white card to start (with the white being similar to the colour palette of the
plaster used by Frink) and then use the card to extend certain parts of the body and add animal
features that attach to the body. Ideal for group work, these can become costumes or can be used
as starting points for further projects dealing with the body and human scale.
Masks
Looking at the conceptual narrative behind the ‘Goggle Heads’ learners can design and make their
own masks to convey a simple character or emotion. Learners may want to continue the theme of
combining animal and human characteristics in the design of their mask.

Links to the Curriculum //
KS1&2: looking at materials and their properties, understanding the body and material-led investigations.
KS3: sculpture, the body, new materials, sketchbook development and responding to artists’ works
GCSE: the dimensions of the body, sculptural forms, sculptural processes and techniques, 2D to 3D,
masks and cubism, text in art, the face.
A-LEVEL: Political art, sculpture, performance art, art history, materials and their properties, traditional
techniques, technical skills building.
POST 16: Charitable collaborations in art, conceptual themes in art, and historical narratives in sculpture,
social and political art, materials and their properties.

Workshops available at Nottingham
Lakeside Arts //
Nottingham Lakeside Arts offer a range of creative workshops for school and college groups.
Workshops can be booked in advance (to suit teaching timetables) and take place in the Djanogly
Art Gallery at Nottingham Lakeside Arts. Workshops can be tailored to suit the needs and skills of
learners at any level. These fully facilitated, dynamic and practical sessions provide students with
a cross-curricular experience that complements national curriculums and extends students art,
design and literacy skills
Nottingham Lakeside Arts are offering the following workshops for the exhibition Elisabeth Frink:
The Presence of Sculpture:
From Drawing to 3D
In this session learners will have the opportunity to learn about the human figure and how drawing
translates into sculpture. Through observing the drawings and sculptures of Elisabeth Frink, learners will
create a figure made from recycled materials

The Role of Public Sculpture
In order to understand the role of public sculpture in a particular place or community, learners will look at
the history of public sculpture and the role Frink had in creating outdoor works after World War Two. In
response to the work of Frink and other contemporary artists learners will look at places that are important
to them and generate their own proposals for a piece of public sculpture.

The Ingredients of Sculpture
In this session learners will find inspiration in Frink’s work to develop their observational drawing skills in
sketchbooks and create 3d figures. Learners will be encouraged to consider the elements of art: colour,
pattern, line, shape, form, tone, texture. Exploring the ‘ingredients ‘of 3D art and the formal elements
needed to create a sculpture learners will then go on to create figurative sculptures inspired by Frink’s art
using carved florists foam.

The Face of Sculpture
Focussing on the masked men and the treatment of the head in the sculptures of Elisabeth Frink, learners
will gain an understanding of the narratives behind Frink’s figures to make a stylised mask.

Wire Sculptures
In this workshop learners will study Frink’s making process from sketches to armatures to bronze figures to
understand how artists start from a drawing to create a 3D form. By developing drawing skills for sculpture,
learners will build their own sculptural figure by drawing with wire, and form an understanding of how artists
and designers work from 2D to 3D.

The Spirit of Creatures
In this workshop learners will study the animals present in the work of Elisabeth Frink to think about how
animals can act as metaphors. Looking at the characterisation of the bird, used by Frink, learners will
create kinetic sculptures of animals that convey different emotions and feelings.

Printing Stories
Taking inspiration from Frink’s printmaking, learners will be introduced to different printmaking and
illustration techniques to create their own storybook or sketchbook. In this workshop learners observe the
characters, animals and ideas of Frink to gain an understanding of the main themes in Frink’s work and
develop an experimental approach to print, line, form and colour.

In these workshops students are encouraged to engage with the work of Elisabeth Frink to create
artwork, articulate responses and develop personal visual ideas.

To book a workshop please contact:
Emily Dawkes
0115 8467185
emily.dawkes@nottingham.ac.uk
For more information on any of these sessions please contact:
Ruth Lewis-Jones, Learning Officer (Galleries)
0115 823 2218
ruth.lewis-jones@nottingham.ac.uk

All images in this resource pack were provided by the courtesy of the Elisabeth Frink Estate

This resource pack was written for Nottingham Lakeside Arts
by Lauren Squires, Associate Artist at NLA

